13 powerful lessons about living as Jesus peace makers within families, neighborhoods, churches, and the world through forgiveness, compassion, giving and sacrifice, and through acceptance and love. Kids will assemble a Tools of Peace Tool Kit! Includes a special Teacher Feature (Creating an Atmosphere for Learning), Whiz Quizzes, and all reproducibles and patterns. Ages 6-12. Peace Makers is part of the 2-year Power Builders Series curriculum.

- Peaking of World Oil Production: Impacts, Mitigation and Risk Management
- Patterson - 18 Copy Mixed Floor Display
- Peachtree: The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Peanuts It' the Great Pumpkin Small Recycled Shopper Tote
- Pay Out and Pay Back
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup